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Abstract

An original hot torsion procedure is presented using Ti-6Al-4V in the two-phase domain.

Kinetics of phase transformation are used to obtain stress-strain curves in off-equilibrium

states. The individual influences of phase fraction and of temperature are quantitatively

assessed in the two-phase domain. Between the two forging temperatures 1143 K (870◦C)

and 1228 K (955◦C), a 95 MPa stress difference is observed. The paper shows that this

flow stress drop is mainly due to thermal activation, by 80 MPa, while 15 MPa is due

to the change of phase fraction. The stresses in each phase are individually assessed and

stress-strain curves for each phase are obtained within the two-phase domain.

Keywords: titanium alloys, phase transformation, high-temperature deformation,

torsion test

1. Introduction

Due to their considerable resistance to hard solicitations, fatigue, corrosion, and to

their low density, titanium alloys today remain major candidates for the production of

aeronautic structural parts. Immense effort is devoted to the improvement of the hot

forging process of such large-scale parts. Constitutive models, associated with numerical

simulation, are powerful tools to optimize forging stages. Empirical and semi-empirical

constitutive models, considering thermo-mechanical variables (effective strain ε̄, strain-

rate ˙̄ε, and temperature T ) are widely used [1–4]. Over last decades, physically-based
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models including internal-state-variables [5–7] and self-consistent models [8, 9] were de-

veloped, according to numerous studies regarding deformation mechanisms and metal-

lurgical changes in the material. Among all, phase fraction emerges as a very influent

parameter on flow stress, and the alloy’s rheological behavior may be expressed using a

rule of mixture (rom):

σ(ε̄, ˙̄ε, T ) = rom [σα(ε̄, ˙̄ε, T ), σβ(ε̄, ˙̄ε, T ), fα(T )] (1)

where σ is the flow stress of the alloy, σα and σβ the individual flow stresses of each

phase, and fα the volume phase fraction of alpha phase. In the two-phase domain, the

temperature dependence of σ is therefore driven by two complementary effects: (i) the

change of phase fraction fα(T ) according to phase equilibrium thermodynamics, and

(ii) the temperature dependence of σα(T ) and σβ(T ) due to thermal activation in each

phase. This paper presents an experimental procedure to assess those two influences

individually.

2. Experimental setup for in- and off-equilibrium torsion testing

Two-phase α+β titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V was supplied by TIMET Savoie. Its chem-

ical composition is given in Table 1. The α phase volume fraction at room temperature

is 92% and the transus temperature (α + β ⇀↽ β) is Tβ = 1268 K(995◦C). Hot torsion

tests are conducted at the temperatures 1143 K (870◦C) and 1228 K (955◦C), and at the

strain-rate ˙̄ε = 0.5/s. These temperatures are in the range of classical forging tempera-

tures, in the two-phase domain. Hot torsion was preferred as it enables large deformation

to be reached. This experimental testing is well suited for rheology characterization, as

it avoids the presence of friction during testing, unlike compression testing.

The specimens have a cylindrical effective zone (diameter 6mm, length 10mm). In

a first series of tests, a classical in-equilibrium procedure was conducted. They were

heated up using a lamp furnace and held at the desired temperature before deformation,

as presented in Fig. 1(a). Protection against oxidation was provided using argon flow.

Heating rate is 10 K/s and holding time is 10 min. For preliminary verification of the

microstructure, one specimen was water-quenched after holding time (dashed line in

Fig. 1(a)). Its microstructure is presented in Fig. 2(b). Dark alpha nodules, as well as
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dark alpha lamellae can be observed in a brighter beta matrix. During quenching, the

beta phase has transformed into a lamellar α+β structure, while alpha nodules remained

unchanged. The volume fraction of alpha phase before quenching can thus be obtained

by measuring the volume fraction of alpha nodules on the quenched specimen at room

temperature. The values are presented in Fig. 3 using full dots, as well as theoretical

values of phase fraction, given by Eq. (2) [10]. The good agreement obtained between

the measured values and the theoretical curve shows that thermodynamic equilibrium

was indeed reached at the end of the holding time.

fα(T ) = 0.92
(

1− e−0.0085(Tβ−T )
)

(2)

In a second series of tests, the so-called off-equilibrium torsion tests, holding time was

suppressed, as presented in Fig. 1(b), in order to enable the deformation to start before

thermodynamical equilibrium was reached, i.e. when the alloy presents a different phase

fraction.

Alpha phase fraction was measured on the quenched specimen (see Fig. 2(a)) in the

off-equilibrium condition. The values are plotted with white dots in Fig. 3. A difference

of about 27% phase fraction was obtained between in- and off-equilibrium cases at the

temperature 1228 K (955◦C), and about 12% at the temperature 1143 K (870◦C).

The total deformation duration for each torsion test is 1s. Kinetics of phase trans-

formation are neglected on this duration and phase fractions are therefore considered as

constant during the whole deformation. Stress-strain curves are obtained using Fields &

Backofen’s analysis [11], and the three associated assumptions are discussed in the follow-

ing: (i) The fully-plastic deformation of the specimen was verified by a visual inspection

of post-mortem specimens, by the absence of any localization effect. (ii) The temperature

was measured by thermocouples and the increase due to self-heating remained lower than

10 K. Isothermal conditions must be considered for Fields & Backofen’s analysis. (iii)

The material is assumed to be macroscopically homogeneous and isotropic according to

Al V Fe O C N Ti
6.16 3.98 0.15 0.19 0.015 0.007 remainder

Table 1: Chemical composition of Ti-6Al-4V in weight percent
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Temperature pattern for (a) in- and (b) off-equilibrium torsion test
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the rather equiaxed aspect of the alpha nodules on Figs. 2(b) and 2(a) and due to the

absence of known texture effects in the sample. The final microstructure was observed

in Fig. 2(c). It shows that the alpha nodules remain equiaxed after deformation (veri-

fication of (i) and (iii) conditions) and that phase fraction is unchanged (verification of

the (ii) condition).

3. Analysis of rheological data

3.1. Effects of temperature and phase fraction

Stress-strain curves were obtained for the two temperatures 1228 K (955◦C) and

1143 K (870◦C), at equilibrium and off-equilibrium. Each condition was repeated three

times to ensure reproducibility of the results. Experimental stress-strain curves for the

four tested cases are presented in Fig. 4(a). The values of flow stress obtained at equi-

librium (in full dots) at both temperatures are in good agreement with literature [7, 12].

At the temperature 1228 K (955◦C) the flow stress values obtained in the off-equilibrium

state (fα = 0.58) are higher than the values obtained at thermodynamical equilibrium

(fα = 0.31). A change of ∆fα = 0.27 in phase fractions involves a relative difference

in flow stress by about 20%, which confirms that phase fraction has a significant influ-

ence on rheology [9]. At the temperature 1143 K (870◦C), both values of flow stress are

roughly comprised in the same range [160-170] MPa. In this case, the difference of phase

fraction obtained using the experimental procedure at this temperature (∆fα = 0.12)

was probably not sufficient to involve a significant effect on rheology.

Strain hardening and softening effects are rather moderate at such temperatures and

strain rate. However, a slight difference in the strain hardening and softening behaviours

can observed at the beginning of the stress-strain curves. It was shown [5, 13] that the

presence of a peak in flow stress tends to vanish over transus temperature, i.e. in pure

beta phase. In Fig. 4(a), the curves at highest values of fα exhibit a sharper change of

slope than the ones at the low fα. This results confirms that, in the two-phase domain,

the presence of a peak can also be attributed to the behaviour of the alpha phase.

On Fig. 3, let us note that phase fractions measured at 1143 K (870◦C) at equilibrium,

and at 1228 K (955◦C) off-equilibrium are very similar, respectively equal to 0.62 and

0.58. By assuming that both phase fractions are equal, it is possible to deduce the
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(a) Before holding

(b) After 10’ holding at 1228 K (955◦C)

(c) After 10’ holding and deformation

Figure 2: Microstructure obtained by quenching from the temperature 1228 K (955◦C), at different
instants, using back-scattered electron microscopy 6
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Figure 3: Measured primary alpha phase fractions vs. temperature

effect of a pure temperature increase, regardless of phase fraction. The flow stress of the

alloy drops of about 80 MPa due to temperature increase. The further natural phase

transformation then continues reducing flow stress by 15 MPa, to reach the final value

65 MPa at thermodynamical equilibrium.

To summarize, the total flow stress reduction of 95 MPa due to heating alloy from

1143 K (870◦C) to 1228 K (955◦C) (at thermodynamic equilibrium) is due for 84% to

pure thermal activation and for 16% to phase change.

3.2. Stress-strain curves in each individual phase

The overall flow stress of two-phase alloys can be expressed, in a first approximation,

as a linear combination of individual flow stresses in each phase [7, 12, 13]. At a given

temperature, the stress of the alloy in each case (equilibrium or off-equilibrium) is thus

expressed as

σ(T )eq = σα(T )feq
α +σβ(T ) [1− feq

α ]

σ(T )off eq = σα(T )foff eq
α +σβ(T )

[
1− foff eq

α

] (3)

with σα(T ) and σβ(T ) the stress in each phase, respectively. σ(T )eq and σ(T )off eq are

the flow stress that were measured by torsion testing at equilibrium and off-equlibrium.

At the temperature 1228 K (955◦C), the resolution of this linear system provides values

for individual stresses σα(1228 K) and σβ(1228 K). The values are plotted in Fig. 4(b)

for the whole range of strain ε̄ = [0− 0.5]. This figure verifies that the beta phase has a

lower flow stress than alpha phase, which is in good agreement with literature [9, 13]. It
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Figure 4: Stress-strain curves: (a) experimental data at various tested temperatures and phase fractions,
and (b) experimental and computed data at 1228 K (955◦C) for pure alpha and beta phases
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is additionnally found that the flow stress of pure beta phase has a value by about 60%

lower than that of pure alpha phase at the temperature 1228 K (955◦C). An evaluation

of individual phase behaviours is also pointed out. It also verifies the presence of a sharp

peak for the rheology of alpha phase, and a relatively smooth change of slope in the

rheology of beta phase, as shown in [5, 13].

In order to better predict the behaviour of the two-phase material, the linear form used

in Eq. (3) in a first approximation might obviously be improved. For example, the absence

of significant difference between both flow stresses in- and off-equilibrium at the lower

temperature 1143 K (870◦C) cannot be predicted using Eq. (3). Additionnal rheological

data might be obtained using the presented procedure of off-equilibrium torsion testing,

at various temperatures, and by varying phase fraction values using different holding

times. It is worth noticing that kinetics of phase dissolution are a key parameter to take

into account in the experimental procedure. The difference of phase fraction is obtained

by a competition between heating rate and α→ β phase transformation. A fast heating

device is therefore recommended. Let us also note that initial microstructure (equixed or

lamellar structure, grain size, etc.) has a non-negligible impact on phase transformation

kinetics. A fully-equiaxed initial microstructure shall be prefered rather than a bi-modal

or lamellar microstructure. Slower kinetics of phase transformation also help to better

satisfy the assumption of constant phase fraction during deformation.

4. Conclusions

The original experimental procedure consists in performing hot torsion tests in off-

equilibrium conditions, by dealing with kinetics of phase transformation within the two-

phase domain of Ti-6Al-4V alloy. It is possible to obtain stress-strain curves for two

different phase fractions, at constant temperature. It is also possible to obtain stress-

strain curves at two different temperatures, for a constant phase fraction. Using such

rheological data, it is therefore possible to individually assess rheological behaviours of

each phase. The results for Ti-6Al-4V show that, between the two forging temperatures

1143 K (870◦C) and 1228 K (955◦C), the 95 MPa stress difference that is obtained

is mainly due to thermal activation, by 80 MPa, while 15 MPa is due to the change of

phase fractions. The obtained stress-strain curves were also used to provide an individual
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evaluation of both phase rheologies within the two-phase domain. It was shown that, for

Ti-6Al-4V at 1228 K (955◦C), the flow stress of beta phase is about 60% lower than that

of alpha phase.

This metallurgical approach shows great potential to be adapted for further two-phase

alloys.
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